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Introduction  

This report comprises of the general activities that transpired in the month of July, 2023.  

Activities  

Monitoring and assessment of business projects  

To ascertain the impact of our organization to the community, we visited different individuals and 

group projects of our beneficiary members both new and old such as, Shikoye women group, 

Bunalwele Tubana farmers group, Nabikhoso ‘B’, Nyondo Tubana, Nyondo Ambanilakho women 

group, Shaala Sikhana women Group, Bumaliro women group, Bufukhula Ramba Shifubi women 

group, Shitulwa Iyambilamo women group,Fuumu Tubana women group, and among others.    

Findings  

It was found out that some beneficiaries are hardworking with good working relationship hence 

good results.  

Some group members do joint business, others come together and share the challenges faced in 

their projects and this is a sign of co-operation and unity among themselves.  

It’s discovered that PAUTHO loans are transforming community into financial independence since 

they are almost interest free through empowering vulnerable women with business skills and soft 

loans. And this is leading to improving household incomes.    



There is social networking as members meet and do savings and credit. And this has bridged 

information flow gap.   

We also extended our awareness/trainings to other new groups in Nyondo and Nabumali TC by 

sensitizing vulnerable women and they have already formed groups, just waiting for our 

consideration.    

Loan Recoveries   

We would like to write again to our noble funding team that amidst the financial constraints, our 

members tried hard by working together in their various groups to make sure that they remit their 

soft loans on time and as agreed in repayment scheduled as reflected on the attached list. Though 

there are few groups like Bushangi Traders, Buyaka ‘A’ and some few others which are not paying 

back on time but we have promised to do the needful and threatened to report them to police if 

they do not clearer up their soft loans and if possible, dismiss them since they are not cooperating.  

Loan Disbursement  

Loans were given out to both individual staffs of KWA MOYO and groups like Kitindya Yetana 

women group, Bukhamunyu Iyuga Imbola, Shikundu Ambalakho women group, Kyemula 

Business women’s group and among others.  

Challenge 

Ever since we separated from moving together in the field, we are always hiring another 

motorcycle which is very expensive and risky which affects our day-to-day activities.    

Conclusion  

In conclusion, the organization’s scope of service is widening almost every month and we do 

attribute all these success to our noble team for their heartly and tireless support towards the 

sustainability of PAUTHO organization as the welfare of vulnerable women in the communities 

are improving. 
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